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clinical otology 9781604067538 medicine health science - praise for the previous edition this text represents an excellent summary of the current state of knowledge in otology this text is strongly recommended as a primer in otology for residents, balance function assessment and management 9781597565479 - gary p jacobson phd is professor and director of the division of audiology at the vanderbilt bill wilkerson center at vanderbilt university medical center prior to this he was the director of the division of audiology and adjunct staff in the department of neurology for the henry ford health system in detroit michigan, meet our doctors neurology center main - melissa a carswell psy d dr melissa a carswell received a psy d in clinical psychology at immaculata university in pennsylvania she completed both pre and postdoctoral training in neuropsychology at the hospital of the university of pennsylvania in the brain behavior center neuropsychology section and the department of neurology, lsvt big and loud program touro infirmary - the touro neuro rehab center staff includes lsvt certified speech physical and occupational therapists and is the only facility in new orleans with a comprehensive lsvt loud and lsvt big program for treatment of parkinson s disease lsvt therapy uses innovative and clinically proven methods for improving communication and movement in individuals with parkinson disease with, event related potential wikipedia - an event related potential erp is the measured brain response that is the direct result of a specific sensory cognitive or motor event more formally it is any stereotyped electrophysiological response to a stimulus the study of the brain in this way provides a noninvasive means of evaluating brain functioning erps are measured by means of electroencephalography eeg, parkinson s disease books viartis - navigating life with parkinson disease sotirios parashos author rosemary wichmann author todd melby contributor publisher s description containing the most up to date information on the disease it discusses the available treatments and provides practical advice on how to manage the disease in the long term the book answers many questions and clarifies misunderstandings regarding, recommended diagnostic criteria for multiple sclerosis - because no single clinical feature or diagnostic test is sufficient for the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis ms diagnostic criteria have included a combination of both clinical and paraclinical studies 1 2 the last formal review of criteria for ms diagnosis occurred in 1982 2 at which time degrees of diagnostic certainty were identified by categories ranging from clinically definite, assessment of the upper motor neuron in amyotrophic - clinical signs of upper motor neuron umn involvement are an important component in supporting the diagnosis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis als but are often not easily appreciated in a limb that is concurrently affected by muscle wasting and lower motor neuron degeneration particularly in the early symptomatic stages of als, jstor viewing subject health sciences - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, review of psychopathy positive disintegration - review of psychopathy william d tillier calgary alberta update 2013 2017 under construction 2012 and before table of contents 1 synopsis of psychopathy
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